


IRON MAN
01_ Driving With The Top Down
02_ Merchant of Death
03_ Mark I
04_ Mark II
05_ Iron Man

IRON MAN 2
06_ Sledgehammer V2
07_ New Element / Particle Accelerator 
08_ Sledgehammer
09_ Iron Man Battles the Drones
10_ I Am Iron Man

IRON MAN 3
11_ Iron Man 3 
12_ Attack on 10880 Malibu Point
13_ New Beginnings
14_ Stark
15_ Can You Dig It (Iron Man 3 Main Titles)PE
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HEAV Y MET TLE
IRON MAN AND HIS MUSIC...

MK I_

It’s hard to conceive that the first Iron Man film was in development 
hell for some seventeen years before ‘The Golden Avenger’ finally 
made his big screen debut. With Iron Man 3 taking an extraordinary 
bow at the Box Office in late Spring 2013, to the tune of $1.2 billion - 
making it the fifth highest grossing film of all time - you’d have thought 
Hollywood might have caught on a bit sooner. Passed from studio to 
studio, director to director and star to star like a shiny hot potato, it 
was the character’s original creators, Marvel, who made Iron Man 
a film star in 2008. Jon Favreau’s film marked the first to be wholly 
financed by Marvel Studios and it kickstarted a winning franchise that 
takes centre stage in what is becoming a veritable web of crossover 
film stories, character cameos and other nods and winks to the Marvel 
universe that truly is the stuff of fanboys (and girls) dreams.

While it may have seemed something of a gamble, Marvel had a 
winning hand, not least of all with their choice of director. Jon 
Favreau’s love of the character and the genre laid the foundation for a 
movie full of heart, humour and dramatic tension, not to mention that 
all important attention to comic book detail. He quickly won over fans 
and critics, and his trump card was the casting of Robert Downey Jr. 
in the role of billionaire industrialist playboy Tony Stark; the formerly 
troubled star turned on an easy charm to make Stark one hell of a 
lovable asshole. With a supporting cast that included Jeff Bridges, 
Terence Howard and Gwyneth Paltrow, not to mention powerhouse 
visual effects and that suit, it was very quickly obvious that Marvel had 
a hit on its hands.

Gravely wounded in an attack following the unveiling of Stark 
Industries’ latest missile in Afghanistan, Tony Stark is held hostage 
and forced to recreate his company’s new weapon. With a makeshift 
magnetic device keeping encroaching shrapnel away from his heart, 
Stark actually begins work on a life-saving suit of iron that will help 
him escape the terrorists clutches. Eventually blasting his way out 
of his cave prison, Stark is rescued and returns to the US where he 
announces that his company will cease weapons manufacture. A 
brilliant scientist and engineer, he perfects the life saving device (with 
the help of an ‘Arc Reactor’) and recreates and refines the suit design, 
eventually becoming known as Iron Man. With his designs falling into 
the hands of disgruntled business partner Obadiah Stane, Stark must 
stop his technology being sold off to enemy hands.

It fell to Zimmer protegé, and all round musical wünderkind, Ramin 
Djawadi to give Iron Man its groove and the young German/Iranian 
composer complimented a rock-filled soundtrack with a guitar-laden 
original score. The director himself suggested that the sound of an 
electric guitar was the most obvious instrument to underline Stark’s 
joyrides, ego-driven geniality and displays of suit-bound physical 
prowess. Djawadi took him at his word, composing on the instrument 
and putting it front and centre in his score, with a little help from Rage 

Against The Machine’s Tom Morello. The likes of ‘Driving with the Top 
Down’ deliver unbound energy packed with the necessary attitude and 
altitude befitting this modern day, alloy-clad, Howard Hughes. Djawadi 
would return to the realm of metal heroes with Guillermo del Toro’s 
Pacific Rim, on which he once again collaborated with guitarist Morello. 

MK II_

Signs were obviously good for a sequel and Iron Man 2 went into 
production with all but Terence Howard returning to reprise their roles. 
Don Cheadle would be cast in Howard’s place, as Lt. Col. James 
Rhodes, along with Mickey Rourke, fresh from an Academy Award win 
for The Wrestler, as new nemesis Ivan Vanko (aka ‘Whiplash’). With 
Stark ‘outed’ as Iron Man at the end of film one, the homemade hero 
quickly brands himself world peacemaker, but when a Russian scientist 
uses Stark’s own technology as a weapon against him, the playboy-
turned-flyboy discovers peace isn’t such an easy ride.

Released in 2010, Marvel (which was acquired by Disney in 2009) 
and Favreau’s second Iron Man adventure saw to it that Downey 
Jr’s Tony Stark was here to stay and with the inclusion of characters 
Black Widow (Scarlett Johansson) and Nick Fury (Samuel L Jackson) it 
seemed that The Avengers would not be far behind.

Once again rock formed a large part of the film’s soundtrack, this time 
made up exclusively of songs by AC/DC and Iron Man guitarist Tom 
Morello returned to the scoring stage for the sequel, but this time under 
the experienced ear of composer John Debney. Having worked with 
director Favreau on the likes of Zathura and Elf, Debney was a natural 
choice and with a discography of such range there was no doubt that 
he would deliver a robust and tuneful score. Taking his lead (guitar) from 
Djawadi, John Debney’s take on our hero is equally high octane and no 
less in your face. There’s a more confident swagger though in score two, 
which manages to outshine its predecessor, truly befitting Stark’s new-
found occupation as world peacemaker; Debney certainly allows more 
room for the orchestral and choral forces to flex their muscles alongside 
the crank and throng of the guitars. ‘I Am Iron Man’ is Debney’s crowning 
statement, with a loving nod to Jerry Goldsmith in places. Just imagine if 
Jerry had been able to get his hands on Iron Man...

MK III_

The Marvel web just kept slinging out hits with both Captain America 
and Thor bursting onto the screen in the wake of Iron Man 2. The 
latter had been pre-empted in the post- credits sequence of Iron Man 
2, while Stark’s father was very much part and parcel of the story of 
Captain America. Following them and preceding the third Iron Man 
film was Avengers Assemble (aka The Avengers), which did amazing 
business at the Box Office in 2012, easily storming to number three in 



the highest grossing chart. The events of the film had a major influence 
on those that take place in Iron Man 3, which very much rode its coat-
tails into the charts in 2013.

Having faced an alien threat for the first time in New York City 
alongside the other Avengers, Tony Stark’s eyes are opened and 
his nerves are on edge. It soon becomes apparent that a hitherto 
unseen, and very deadly, foe has resurfaced and is bent on Iron Man’s 
destruction. ‘The Mandarin’ all but succeeds, wiping out all but one of 
Stark’s suits, his home and compromising the lives of those he holds 
most dear. Realizing the stakes are higher, Tony Stark gives himself 
an upgrade, undergoing an ‘Extremis’ procedure similar to that which 
gave Steve Rogers the power to become Captain America.

With the success of The Avengers oh-so fresh on Disney’s bank 
statements, the budget for the third film was quickly increased, though 
Jon Favreau stepped out of the director’s chair, though remained in 
his acting role as Stark’s driver ‘Happy’ Hogan. Taking his place was 
Hollywood action maestro Shane Black, who penned the likes of Lethal 
Weapon, The Last Boy Scout, Last Action Hero and Kiss Kiss Bang Bang 
(which he also directed). Much like the fictional moving of goalposts, 
the parameters for the film itself were equally broader as the saga 
becomes moves into even more fantastic territory. That said, much 
like films one and two, the acts of villainy are very much set on terra 
ferma and they are delivered with a straight face, as the mysterious 
‘Mandarin’ unleashes hell across the globe.

Acclaimed actors Sir Ben Kingsley, Guy Pearce and Rebecca Hall 
joined the cast list while the conductor’s podium was taken by 
Hollywood golden boy Brian Tyler. Having delivered a swathe of 
high gloss, high octane scores including those for film series such 
as Fast & Furious and The Expendables, Tyler was well positioned to 
create something truly suited and booted for Iron Man 3. Given the 
fact that Tony Stark takes on the mantle of legitimate superhero in 
this story, it’s no surprise that the film’s producers asked for a more 
traditional score. Enter a big hero theme and the London Philharmonic 
Orchestra, recorded at Abbey Road. With the budget the size it was, 
the composer had his pick of orchestras and recording venues. With 
such ‘tools’ at his disposal he delivered a powerhouse original score 
that is very much of its time, while attempting to recapture at least some 
of the nuances of a bygone era.

Given the success that Iron Man has brought all of those involved, and 
with two more Avengers films already on the cards, there is no doubt 
that we haven’t seen the last of Robert Downey Jr. as Tony Stark. While 
many believe it is the suit that makes the man, I think in this instance it 
is the man that makes the suit; quite literally.

Michael Beek
Writer, Film Music Journalist, Producer
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